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Description

Context. Traditional databases, ubiquitous in transactional applications,
websites etc. follow the relational model, representing data with a fixed
structure. The recent spread of graph-structured data such as linked open
data and social networks motivates the development of new data models,
more suitable to today’s Web applications. Path queries are a logical for-
malism providing a fundamental mechanism for investigating the structure
of graph data. Unlike basic SQL queries over relational data, path queries
allow to express reachability properties between graph nodes. Recent de-
velopments have targeted the extension of path queries with new features
allowing to query not only the graph structure, but also the actual data
associated to graph nodes [LMV13].

We plan to investigate techniques for the efficient evaluation of queries
expressed in these new languages.



Scientific goals. This PhD proposal intends to investigate the following
aspects:

1) Under which conditions one can exploit the result of some pre-computed
path queries (called the views) to answer a new query? The problem of
answering queries using views is relevant in many contexts including data
integration and query optimization [Hal00, NSV10, CDGLV00], but many
questions remain open in many basic settings. Moreover path queries pose
new challenges, given their ability to express a limited form of recursion.
We intend to study the possibility of rewriting path queries over views using
fragments of Datalog, a fixed-point logic with good computational properties.
Our starting point will be the most recent results about Datalog rewritability
of regular path queries [FSS14]. We then plan to apply results to a relevant
application of query rewriting over views, namely scale-independent data
access [ALK+13, FGL14]. In this context we are interested in finding con-
ditions guaranteeing that a query can be answered using a bounded amount
of data, and views can be used to this purpose.

2) Given that queries may return a large number of answers, is it possible
to compute a first set of answers, and then efficiently enumerate the remain-
ing ones? The starting point will be to investigate whether techniques de-
veloped in the context of relational and tree-structured data [DSS14, LM14]
can be adapted to path queries with data operators.

3) How can queries be evaluated over rapidly evolving and streaming
data? In particular, in response to data updates, how can queries be evalu-
ated incrementally? In the streaming setting the graph is not entirely stored,
but progressively revealed in one or several passes; in which cases queries
can still be answered correctly? Similar questions have been investigated for
XML data [KMV07, SS07, GN11]. Over graphs it is natural to expect that
multi-pass streaming algorithms are more meaningful than in the context
of XML data transfer (the graph, although distributed, may be considered
available for crawling).

Another possible starting point are streaming graph algorithms [McG14].
These are usually concerned with the graph structure only, while database
queries we are interested in investigating both data and structure.

We plan to validate results trough experiments.

Positioning This research will be conducted within two teams: DAHU at
LSV and LaHDAK at LRI, having high expertise on the main topics of this
proposal, including regular path queries [BBG13], query rewriting [FSS14,
GSC+14], streaming query evaluation [SS07], and enumeration [DSS14].

Graph queries, incremental and streaming query evaluation are also in-
vestigated by teams with which the supervisors regularly collaborate (L.Libkin
from the university of Edinburgh, and the LINKS team at Lille).



Required background The PhD candidate is required to have a
background in logic and databases. Programming skills are also welcome.
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